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Tour guide Matthew Muller explains the many

safety and adventure benefits of taking tours

while traveling. 

NEW ORLEANS, LA, USA, June 29, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- 

Many travelers think they need to explore

destinations on their own to receive an

authentic experience. However, experienced

tour guides like Matthew Muller argue that

couldn't be farther from the truth. The

correct tour can greatly enhance your travel

experience, and Matthew Muller from New

Orleans recently explained why.

"The first and most obvious benefit of taking

a tour is safety," Matthew Muller of New

Orleans said. "Experienced tour guides

know the exact places where tourists

are welcome and areas where they not

be."

Matthew Muller of New Orleans explained that most popular travel destinations are safer than

some tourists expect. Although, its's the smaller hassles, like scams and petty theft, that can put

a sour taste in any travelers' mouth. Matthew Muller stated that an experienced guide knows the

local scams and dangers and steers attendees away from them. 

Expert tour guides like Matthew Muller also take all of the stress away from your travel planning

experience. Leave the meal planning, timing, and transportation up to them, and simply enjoy

the ride. Similarly, Matthew Muller native of New Orleans explained that being able to take a

passenger seat means you view far more than the road along the journey. Those who explore via

guided tour typically see more of the route between the starting point and the destination. 
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Another point Matthew stressed is that

traveling via tour saves travelers time.

Many times, that means hours or even

days are saved. Tour guides know

exactly where to go, and they don't

require you to travel long hours via

public transportation. By hopping

aboard a tour-company-owned vehicle,

you skip slow bus or train rides and

enjoy the knowledgeable commentary

provided by the guide. You also don't

run the risk of getting lost and

backtracking. Anyone who has time

constraints while traveling can benefit

greatly from taking a tour. 

Matthew Muller explained that one of the greatest benefits of taking tours is experiencing new

cultures. Qualified tour guides understand the local culture and how to respect that culture while

giving travelers authentic cultural experiences. 

"Traveling via tour is also another major way travelers meet fellow travelers," Matthew Muller,

from New Orleans explained. "Anyone whose traveling solo or simply wants to interact with

other travelers from around the globe should join a tour. Many times, people who meet on our

tours become lifelong friends and travel buddies."

Matthew Muller added that travelers often gain important travel insight from the people they

meet on tours. They may learn about another interesting excursion in the same town or another

destination they visit in the future. A guided tour is an ideal way to explore in a safe, friendly,

informative, and fully adventurous environment. 
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